
Pearson’s Test of English Language Learning (TELL™) is a  
touchscreen-delivered language proficiency assessment that can  
be used to screen, diagnose, and progress monitor English language  
learners in grades K–12.

TELL’s technology allows students to sign in,  
receive instructions about the assessment,  
and demonstrate their understanding on a  
game-like platform. It’s as easy as swiping,  
speaking, and typing in responses to what  
they see and hear as the questions guide  
them through a series of formats — including  
videos and graphics.

A true assessment of a learner’s understanding  
of the English language, this app-based,  
web-enabled platform also provides same-day  
scoring and reporting.

•  All four language skills are tested:  reading, 
writing, listening, and speaking.

•  The test is delivered on touchscreen devices 
(like iPads or Android tablets) and provides a 
game-like user experience.

•  All four language skills are automatically scored.

•  Rich reports give educators the data they need 
to drive instruction.

How TELL Works 

Speaking Writing Listening Reading

Screener/Diagnostic Progress Monitoring Longitudinal Parent Reports

Say what is in
the picture

Write one word to 
complete the sentence

Touch the yellow
paint bucket

Read the sentence
and do what it says

See PearsonTELL.com for more information

NEXT NEXTNEXT NEXT

This father is
eggs in the morning for breakfast.

cooking
Touch the empty flower pot.

Automated Scoring with Immediate Results

Score Reports Online

Parent Report

Overall TELL Scores
The student can perform easier
tasks in English speaking,
listening, reading, and writing 
tasks, but may have trouble with
more difficult tasks.
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How it works

Let us TELL you more. PearsonAssessments.com/TELL 

https://www.pearsonassessments.com/store/usassessments/en/Store/Professional-Assessments/Academic-Learning/Brief/Test-of-English-Language-Learning/p/100001182.html

